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He had also the comfortable reflection that, by the violent quarrel
with Lord Dalgamo, he must now forfeit the friendship and good
offices of that nobleman's father and sister.—scott.
Naturally that reference was received with laughter by the Opposi-
tion, who are, or profess to be, convinced that our countrymen in the
Transvaal do not intend to keep faith with us. They are very welcome
to the monopoly of that unworthy estimate, which must greatly endear
them to all our kindred beyond seas.—Times.
The whole of these proceedings were so agreeable to Mr. Pecksniff,
that he stood with his eyes fixed upon the floor . . ., as if a host of penal
sentences were being passed upon him.—dickens.
The time comes when the banker thinks it prudent to contract some
of his accounts, and this may be one which he thinks it expedient to
reduce: and then perhaps he makes the pleasant disco very, that there
are no such persons at all as the acceptors, and that the funds for
meeting all these bills have been got from himself!—H. d. macleod,
Pleasant is put for unpleasant because the latter seemed dul!
and unnecessary; the writer should have taken the hint, and
put nothing at all.
The climax is reached by those pessimists who, regarding
the reader's case as desperate, assist him with punctuation,
italics, and the like:
And this honourable (?) proposal was actually made in the presence
of two at least of the parties to the former transaction!
These so-called gentlemen seem to forget . . .
I was content to be snubbed and harassed and worried a hundred
times a day by one or other of the 'great* personages who wandered at
will all over my house and grounds, and accepted my lavish hospitality.
Many people imagine that it must be an 'honour* to entertain a select
party of aristocrats, but I . . .—corelli.
The much-prated-of 'kindness of heart* and 'generosity* possessed
by millionaires, generally amounts to this kind of thing.—corelli.
Was I about to discover that the supposed 'woman-hater' had been
tamed and caught at last?—cohelli.
That should undoubtedly have been your 'great* career—you were
born for it—made for it! You would have been as brute-souled as you
are now . . .—corelli.
c. Superlatives without the.
The omission of the with superlatives is limited by ordinary
prose usage to (i) Superlatives after a possessive: 'Your best
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